1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

December 2019 winsted the awfully outbreak of pneumonia of mysterious cause in Wuhan. This febrile respiratory illness makes the city of Wuhan in China trend in all social media and attracts the focus of global attention of entire world. This new epidemy and its emergency has awakened the echoes of "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2" (SARS-CoV-2) SARS-CoV from almost two decades ago. In 2002--2003, SARS-CoV affected 8 096 people, causing severe pulmonary infections and 774 deaths (case fatality ratio: 10%). Even if coronavirus2019-nCoVappears less virulent at this point with 2.16% mortality percentage which is weak compared to SARS-CoV but is one of the most terrified epidemy that the world had seen. Recently, Zhu et al. \[[@bib1]\] succeeded to identify and characterize the novel 2019-nCoV. The viral genome has been sequenced and compared to other similar. These findings reveal that the new 2019-nCoV shows 75--80% match to the SARS-CoV and even more closely related to several bat coronaviruses \[[@bib2]\]. Two weeks later the first 2019-nCoV protein structure has been published. The 5th of February Zihe Rao and Haitao Yang\'s research team at Shanghai Tech University identify "the crytal structure of 2019-nCoV main protease in complex with an inhibitor N3" \[[@bib3]\]. The inhibitor N3 as the authors suggested, was published for the first time in 2005 by Yang et al. in a study on wide-spectrum anti-Corona virus drug design \[[@bib4]\].

Despite the availability of the initial data on the epidemiology, clinical consequences of the 2019-nCoV infections and the virus\' genetic sequence, all this information remain insufficient to face this new virus. The main questions remain without answers, as scientist still ignoring the real origin of the virus, the exact duration of its transmission from one patient to another as well as its ability to infect other animal hosts. In this context, many researchers are currently working on the search and design of new antiviral agents for the treatment of COVID-19 \[[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12]\] or on the possible use of those known compounds of broad-spectrum \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\]. In this sense, structures of compounds clinically used as antiviral drugs for the treatment of numerous infections including their activity spectral, mechanisms of action, principal indications and administration have been carefully studied by Clerk \[[@bib19], [@bib20]\]. Therefore, biologically those compounds are known while only for some of them the structural, electronic, topological and vibrational properties were studied combining experimental results with theoretical calculations derived from the density functional theory (DFT) \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\].

This work has the purpose of proposing six candidate compounds for the treatment of COVID-19 based on some important properties predicted by computational DFT calculations and specific molecular docking studies. We think that this can be an important contribution in order to find the best antiviral candidate to treat COVID-19. Hence, succinic acid (SA), L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA), N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA), 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS), epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH and, selenomethionine (SeM) compounds were proposed as potential candidate antiviral drugs for the treatment of the novel 2019-nCoV based on DFT calculations and of molecular docking. The structures of those compounds were optimized in gas phase and aqueous solution by using the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory and their properties were evaluated taking into account the number of acceptors (N and O atoms) and donors (N--H or OH groups) groups present in their structures. These parameters together with the solvation energy values in aqueous solution and their reactivities are of great importance taking into account that these groups are necessary to analyze their oral bioavailability and absorptions, as suggested by Veber et al. \[[@bib27]\] and Lipinski et al. \[[@bib28]\]. Hence, the obtained resulted were compared with other published for antiviral compounds and, in particular with niclosamide, whose potential use to treatment of COVID-19 was suggested recently by Xu et al. \[[@bib7]\].

2. Methodology calculations {#sec2}
===========================

The *GaussView* program was used to model the initial structures of succinic acid (SA), L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA), N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA), 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS), epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH and, selenomethionine (SeM) while their optimizations in gas phase and aqueous solution were performed with the Revision A.02 of Gaussian program \[[@bib29], [@bib30]\] by using the functional hybrid B3LYP and the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set \[[@bib31], [@bib32]\]. Here, only the most stable structures of each compound are presented. In solution all calculations were performed with the IEFPCM and universal solvation methods because both schemes consider the solvent effects \[[@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35]\]. The volumes and its variations in aqueous solution were computed with the Moldraw program \[[@bib36]\]. The mapped molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) and topological properties were calculated at the same level of theory with the versions 09 and 2000 of Gaussian and AIM programs, respectively \[[@bib30], [@bib37], [@bib38]\]. The version 3.1 of NBO program was used to compute the stabilization energies of six species in both media \[[@bib46]\]. The frontier orbital and some descriptors were also calculated in both media and with useful equations reported in the literature for different species containing similar groups \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45]\]. However, docking simulations of the several complexes were carried out via iGEMDOCK \[[@bib46]\] and Autodock Vina \[[@bib47]\] softwares. The visual schematic representation of ligands inside coronaviruses active sites were plotted throughtout discovery studio visualizer \[[@bib48]\].

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Optimizations in gas phase and aqueous solutions {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

Structures of six antiviral candidates proposed compounds can be seen in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} while the calculated total and corrected energies by ZPVE energies (*E*), dipole moments (μ) and volumes (V) of those six species in gas phase and aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The E values are presented in that table in crescent order while in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} are given the variations observed in the dipole moments and volumes for the six species.Figure 1Optimized structures of six studied compounds: Succinic acid (SA); L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA); N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA); 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS); Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH; Selenomethionine (SeM).Figure 1Table 1Calculated total and corrected by ZPVE energies (*E*), dipole moments (μ) and volumes (V) of six antiviral candidates proposed in gas phase and aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory.Table 1B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ MethodSpeciesGASPCME (Hartrees)E/ZPVE (Hartrees)μ (D)V (Å^3^)E (Hartrees)E/ZPVE (Hartrees)μ (D)V (Å^3^)SA-457.1214-457.01600.00117.7-457.1428-457.01520.53114.4L-PGA-475.3499-475.22484.96125.7-475.3766-475.22277.64125.2N-NPTA-763.3409-763.18834.16160.2-763.3536-763.18736.89160.7ACPS-1220.4569-1220.25469.48243.7-1220.5171-1220.222724.09259.5KDH-1677.1395-1676.76223.06425.5-1677.1979-1676.76014.48426.3SeM-2804.0450-2803.88142.23167.0-2804.0664-2803.87983.94166.6[^1]Figure 2Variations observed in the dipole moment (a) and volume (b) values of six proposed antiviral compounds in gas phase and aqueous solution by using the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method. Succinic acid (SA); L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA); N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA); 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS); Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH; Selenomethionine (SeM).Figure 2

The E values for the six proposed species show that when they are corrected by zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) in both media decreasing in the values is observed. However, the dipole moment and volume values don\'t follow a defined tendency and, only we observed that the dipole moment values in solution increase in relation to the values in gas phase, as observed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. Here, a very important resulted is the high dipole moment value observed in the μ value of ACPS in solution because it change of 9.48 D in gas phase to 24.09 D in solution. Probably, the presences of thirteen donor and acceptor groups justify the high hydration of this species due to the formation of H bonds of those bonds with water molecules. In relation to the volumes practically remaining constants in both media, with exception of V of ACPS which increase slightly in solution possibly due to its high dipole moment in this medium. Consequently, the studies in solution are important and, in special, the determination of solvation energies of all species in aqueous solution. Thus, in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} are summarized the corrected solvation energies (ΔG~C/ZPVE~) and uncorrected by ZPVE energies (ΔG~C~) and, volumes variations (ΔV) of six species proposed in aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory.Table 2Corrected solvation energies (ΔG~C/ZPVE~) and uncorrected by ZPVE energies (ΔG~C~) and, volumes variations (ΔV) of nine species proposed in aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory.Table 2SpeciesΔG~un~ (kJ/mol)ΔG~ne~ (kJ/mol)ΔG~C~ (kJ/mol)ΔV (Å^3^)ΔG~C~/ZPVE (kJ/mol)SA-56.1324.41-80.54-3.3-26.51L-PGA-70.0320.02-90.05-0.5-25.53N-NPTA-33.3114.04-47.350.5-16.66ACPS-157.9031.98-189.8815.8-115.65KDH-153.1849.16-202.340.8-54.67SeM-56.1317.97-74.10-0.4-22.17[^2]

Analyzing the values from [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} it is observed the high uncorrected ΔG~C~ value for KDH in aqueous solution (-202.34 kJ/mol) while the corrected by ZPVE ΔG~C/ZPVE~ value is very low as compared with the uncorrected (-54.67 kJ/mol). Here, the high ΔG~C~ value of KDH in solution must be attributed to the nineteen acceptors and donors groups present in its structure which evidently generate its higher hydration in aqueous solution. Probably, these groups in solution are hydrated with water molecules. Other possible good candidate of five proposed correspond to ACPS with a ΔG~C~ value of -189.88 kJ/mol while the remaining candidates present enough lower values than that observed for KDH. When the volume values are evaluated from [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} we observed that KDH presents in solution a value much smaller than the observed for ACPS in solution. Thus the higher volume variation in solution is predicted for ACPS (15.8 Å^3^). Previous studies on some antiviral agents we found that a high or low ΔG~C~ or ΔG~C/ZPVE~ values not necessarily is related to a low reactivity \[[@bib24]\]. Hence, the presence of total numbers of acceptors and donors groups is necessary to investigate in the six proposed species. Thus, in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} are presented the uncorrected solvation energies by ZPVE energies (ΔG~C~) and total numbers of N--H and O--H groups and N and O atoms present in six antiviral porposed species in aqueous solution by using the hybrid B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method. Here, in N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA) the C=S group was considered as a C=O group although we know that the electronegativity of O atom is higher than the corresponding to S atom.Table 3Uncorrected solvation energies by ZPVE energies (ΔG~C~) and numbers of N--H and O--H groups and N and O atoms present in six antiviral proposed species in aqueous solution by using the hybrid B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method.Table 3NºSpeciesΔG~C~N--HO--HOC=ONTotalGroupsRings1SA-80.5424282L-PGA-90.05113218R53N-NPTA-47.351113C=SR64ACPS-189.883143213ClR65KDH-202.348101194 R66SeM-74.10212117Se[^3]

Hence, when the ΔG~C~ values are reordered we observed that the total number of acceptor/donor groups increase according increase the ΔG~C~ values but the observed relationship is nor lineal, as was also observed in the study of potential antiviral niclosamide \[[@bib26]\]. The graphic obtained is given in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Then, the total number of acceptor/donor groups together with the corresponding ΔG~C~ values for the six compounds proposed here are compared with those observed for the antiviral isothiazol, chloroquine, niclosamide, zalcitabine, emtricitabine, trifluridine, thymidine, idoxuridine, ribavirirn, cidofovir, foscarnet and brincidofovir agents \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\] in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. The results are presented in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 3Total number of acceptor and donors groups of six antiviral candidates as function of corrected solvation energy values calculated in aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory. Succinic acid (SA); L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA); N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA); 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS); Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH; Selenomethionine (SeM).Figure 3Table 4Uncorrected solvation energies by ZPVE energies (ΔG~C~) and numbers of N--H and O--H groups and N and O atoms present in ten antiviral species in aqueous solution by using the hybrid B3LYP method.Table 4NºSpeciesΔG~C~Total Acceptor/donor1Isothiazol^b,^-37,5132N-NPTA^a^-47,3533Chloroquine^a^-52,0644SeM^a^-74,1075Niclosamide^a^-78,4396Zalcitabine^c^-78,92107SA^a^-80,5488L-PGA^a^-90,0589Emtricitabine^d^-100,881010Trifluridine^e^-113,851211Thymidine^f^-116,161212Idoxuridine^g,\#^-124,501213Ribavirin^h^-141,851514Cidofovir^i^-169,211515ACPS^a^-189,881316KDH^a^-202,341917Foscarnet^j^-219,641918Brincidofovir^i^-227,3415[^4]Figure 4Total number of acceptor and donors groups of six antiviral candidates as function of corrected solvation energy values calculated in aqueous solution by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory. Succinic acid (SA); L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA); N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA); 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS); Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH; Selenomethionine (SeM).Figure 4

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the increase in the total number of acceptors and donors groups with the increase in the ΔG~C~ values from the antiviral isothiazol to brincidofovir and, where it is observed that KDH and ACPS present the most negative values of ΔG~C,~ than the other four proposed compounds and, also these values are closer than foscarnet, cidofovir and brincidofovir. The observed differences can be because the ΔG~C~ values in the compared antiviral agents were predicted with the B3LYP/6-31G∗ method. Obviously, the presence of 13 acceptors and donors groups in ACPS and of 19 ones in KDH justify those ΔG~C~ values.

3.2. Frontier orbitals and chemical quantum descriptors {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

The purpose of this work is to propose candidates in order to find that of higher reactivity against COVID-19 and, for these reasons, the frontier orbitals and gap values from long time are known parameters to predict the reactivities and behaviours of all type of species. Here, these orbitals were calculated for the six compounds in gas phase and aqueous solution by using the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43]\]. Thus, the gap values were calculated from the differences between the frontier orbitals and, then, with the gap values and by using equations reported in the literature are calculated the chemical potential (*μ*), electronegativity (*χ*), global hardness (*η*), global softness (*S*), global electrophilicity index (*ω*) and global nucleophilicity index (*Ε*) descriptors by using the functional hybrid B3LYP with the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows the HOMO, LUMO, gap and descriptors for the six proposed compounds in the two media. Gap values are calculated as the difference between the E~HOMO~ and E~LUMO~. Hence, a higher gap indicates lower reactivity while a low value a higher reactivity. The deep evaluation of gap values revel two important resulted, one of which, is the great change in the gap value that present ACPS when change the medium and, the same gap values that present SeM in both media.Table 5Calculated HOMO-LUMO, gap values and chemical potential (*μ*), electronegativity (*χ*), global hardness (*η*), global softness (*S*), global electrophilicity index (*ω*) and global nucleophilicity index (*Ε*) of six antiviral proposed compounds by using the hybrid B3LYP level of theory.Table 5B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗Gas phaseOrbitalsACPSKDHL-PGASeMN-NPTASAHOMO-6.4573-6.0273-7.1893-6.0137-5.8804-8.0954LUMO-2.1715-1.3633-0.9197-0.5633-1.6191-0.5687∣GAP∣4.28584.66406.26965.45044.26137.5267Descriptorsχ-2.1429-2.3320-3.1348-2.7252-2.1307-3.7634μ-4.3144-3.6953-4.0545-3.2885-3.7498-4.3321η2.14292.33203.13482.72522.13073.7634*S*0.23330.21440.15950.18350.23470.1329ω4.34322.92782.62201.98413.29962.4933Ε-9.2453-8.6174-12.7100-8.9618-7.9894-16.3030Aqueous solutionOrbitalsACPSKDHL-PGASeMN-NPTASAHOMO-4,5525-6,0709-7,0695-6,0246-5,7144-8,0355LUMO-3,6246-1,3633-0,9197-0,5742-1,5320-0,6095∣GAP∣0,92794,70766,14985,45044,18247,4260Descriptors(eV)ACPSKDHL-PGASeMN-NPTASAχ-0.4640-2.3538-3.0749-2.7252-2.0912-3.7130μ-4.0886-3.7171-3.9946-3.2994-3.6232-4.3225η0.46402.35383.07492.72522.09123.7130*S*1.07770.21240.16260.18350.23910.1347ω18.01512.93502.59471.99733.13882.5160Ε-1.8969-8.7493-12.2830-8.9915-7.5768-16.0494[^5]

Here, for ACPS in gas phase the change observed in the gap value from 4.2858 eV to 0.9279 eV in solution implies an expected high reactivity for this species in aqueous solution which could be attributed to high electrophilicity index predicted in this medium (18.0151 eV). This resulted in ACPS is in agreement with the strong increase in the dipole moment value of 9.48 D in gas phase to 24.09 D in aqueous solution while in KDH it is observed a change in the dipole moment from 3.06 D in gas phase to 4.48 D in water. On the other hand, the same gap values (5.4504 eV) are observed for SeM in both media, in agreement with the dipole moment values where a null value is observed in gas phase and 0.53 D in solution. When the gap values predicted for these six species in aqueous solution by using the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set are compared with those reported for other antiviral agents by using 6-31G∗ basis set some differences are observed. Here, the gap values for cidofovir and brincidofovir in aqueous solution were calculated by using 6-31G∗ basis set together with the corresponding to the proposed six species in solution in order to see the effect of basis set on the gap values.

The comparisons among all species can be seen in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} while the variations among species calculated with both basis sets are clearly observed in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The comparisons between gap values of species computed with different basis sets show that the gap values only for ACPS and L-PGA increase when increase the size basis set while for the other four species decrease the gap values increasing, this way, the reactivities of species. Then, the comparisons for six species by using both B3LYP/6-31G∗ and B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ levels of theory are shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Quickly, the higher variation in the gap value can be seen for L-PGA while for SA the values remain practically constant with both methods.Table 6Calculated gap values of six antiviral proposed compounds in aqueous solution compared with values reported for other antiviral agents in the same medium by using the hybrid B3LYP level of theory.Table 6SpeciesGAP (eV)B3LYP Method6-31G∗6-311++G∗∗Niclosamide3,7225Chloroquine[a](#tbl6fna){ref-type="table-fn"}4,4571Isothiazol[b](#tbl6fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}4,507Zalcitabine[c](#tbl6fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}5,3595Emtricitabine[d](#tbl6fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}4,9336Trifluridine[e](#tbl6fne){ref-type="table-fn"}5,5876Thymidine[f](#tbl6fnf){ref-type="table-fn"}5,4748Idoxuridine[g](#tbl6fng){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[\#](#tbl6fnhash){ref-type="table-fn"}5,0162Ribavirin[h](#tbl6fnh){ref-type="table-fn"}5,8428Cidofovir[i](#tbl6fni){ref-type="table-fn"}5,2015Foscarnet[j](#tbl6fnj){ref-type="table-fn"}4,7387Brincidofovir[i](#tbl6fni){ref-type="table-fn"}5,2987ACPS0,67770,9279KDH4,73434,7076L-PGA4,44726,1498SeM5,83005,4504N-NPTA4,26384,1824SA7,48567,4260[^6][^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12][^13][^14][^15][^16][^17]Figure 5Variations in the gap values for the proposed six species in solution by using the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set with the corresponding observed for twelve antiviral predicted in the same medium at B3LYP/6-31G∗level of theory. Succinic acid, SA; L-pyroglutamic acid, L-PGA; N-phenyl-thioacetamide N-NPTA; 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate, ACPS; Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) KDH; Selenomethionine, SeM.Figure 5Figure 6Variations in the gap values predicted for the proposed six species in aqueous solution by using both B3LYP/6-31G∗ and B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ levels of theory. Succinic acid, SA; L-pyroglutamic acid, L-PGA; N-phenyl-thioacetamide N-NPTA; 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate, ACPS; Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) KDH; Selenomethionine, SeM.Figure 6

These studies show that with both methods ACPS has the most low gap value; hence, it is the most reactive species, as compared with the other ones. Consequently, the reactivity order predicted with the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set follow the tendency: ACPS \> N-NPTA \> KDH \> SeM \> L-PGA \> SA while the trend change when the other method is employed to ACPS \> N-NPTA \> L-PGA \> KDH \> SeM \> SA. In relation to the descriptors, the higher electrophilicity and nucleophilicity indexes observed for ACPS in solution could justify its higher reactivity in this medium. Besides, the above studies have evidenced a higher dipole moment value for ACPS in aqueous solution (24.09 D) and a higher expansion of volume in the same medium (15.8 Å^3^). Evidently, the presences of other atoms or rings in the structures of proposed species have influence on the stabilities of same in solution.

3.3. NBO and AIM studies {#sec3.3}
------------------------

The inter- and intra-molecular H-bonding interactions can be characterized by using natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis \[[@bib36], [@bib39]\]. Hence, the nature and characteristics of bonds and involved energies, the electronic exchanges, the hydrogen bonds between the donor-acceptor compounds and the transfer reactions can be studied with that theory. In the NBO analysis, the interaction between donor-acceptor is characterized by a significant energy E^(2)^. The higher E^(2)^ value, the greater interaction between the acceptors and the electron donors. This energy is given by the following expression:$$\text{E}^{2} = \text{q}_{\text{i}}\frac{\text{F}{(\text{i}.\text{j})}}{\text{ε}_{\text{i}} - \text{ε}_{\text{j}}}$$

The terms q~i~, F (i. j) and ε~i~. ε~j~ represent, respectively, the occupation of the orbital i, the Fock matrix element outside diagonal and finally the diagonal elements.

Here, the stabilities of six proposed species were investigated in gas phase and aqueous solution analyzing the energies of acceptor-donors interactions by using the Second Order Perturbation Theory Analysis of Fock Matrix in NBO Basis and with the topological properties calculated at the 6-311++G∗∗ level of theory with the versions 3.1 and 2000 of NBO and AIM program \[[@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39]\].

Thus, the main stabilization energies for the six species in the two media calculated with the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method are shown in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Main delocalization energies (in kJ/mol) for the six proposed species in gas and aqueous solution phases by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ calculations.Table 7B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗[a](#tbl7fna){ref-type="table-fn"}SASeMN-NPTAL-PGADelocalizationGasPCMGasPCMGasPCMGasPCM*ΔE*~*π→π∗*~494.12507.91*ΔE*~***n****→π∗*~368.60376.20185.21188.14379.3378.29434.93460.80*ΔE*~***n****→σ∗*~430.92411.85213.97205.5356.89241.14416.62385.69*ΔE*~*σ∗→π∗*~118.88*ΔE*~*π∗→π∗*~1001.40*ΔE*~*Total*~799.52788.05399.18393.67930.341947.62851.55846.49KDHACPS*ΔE*~*π→π∗*~217.36277.97*ΔE*~*σ→σ∗*~8448.1143977.7079.59*ΔE*~***n****→π∗*~739.61980.38*ΔE*~*n→σ∗*~2860.29604.43425.56*ΔE*~*π∗→π∗*~5003.46545.61422.18*ΔE*~*Total*~16311.8643977.702186.62106.09[^18]

The results of [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} show that the three SA, SeM and L-PGA species in both media present only two *ΔE*~***n****→π∗*~ and *ΔE*~***n****→σ∗*~ interactions from lone pairs of O and N atoms toward different antibonding π and σ orbitals. For N-NPTA, other additional *ΔE*~*π→π∗*~ interaction it is observed in gas phase while in solution other extra two *ΔE*~*σ∗→π∗*~ and *ΔE*~*π∗→π∗*~ interactions are observed. KDH presents only three *ΔE*~*σ→σ∗*~, *ΔE*~*n→σ∗*~ and *ΔE*~*π∗→π∗*~ interactions and where surprisingly the *ΔE*~*σ→σ∗*~ interaction has high values, especially in solution. Here, it necessary to clarify that this species present other interactions of more low energies which were not considered here due to the high values of *ΔE*~*σ→σ∗*~ interactions. ACPS shows five interactions in gas phase but only four in aqueous solution where the total energy values have lower values, as compared with the observed for KDH. Hence, KDH is the most stable species in both media and especially in aqueous solution. The higher number of acceptors and donors groups that present this species (19, from [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) together with the higher solvation energy value probably justify its higher stability in this medium and, hence, its lower reactivity. According to the total energy value the stability order in both media increase is: KDH \> ACPS \> N-NPTA \> L-PGA \> SA \> SeM.

The Bader\'s theory of atoms in molecules (AIM) is also useful to investigate intra-molecular interactions based on the topological properties calculated in the bond critical point (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCPs) \[[@bib37], [@bib38]\]. These properties are the electronic density ρ(r), the Laplacian ∇^2^ρ(r), the eigenvalues (λ~1~, λ~2~, λ~3~) and the λ~1~/λ~3~ ratio. Hence, the properties of RCPs and BCPs can be obtained calculating those parameters. For these reasons, these properties were calculated for the six species here proposed by using B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ calculations. In this case, we have presented the molecular graphics obtained for all species in aqueous solution in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the values of topological properties for those six species were no presented because as observed from [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} in the SA, SeM, L-PGA and KDH species are not observed H bonds interactions and only the RCPs are observed in L-PGA and KDH. Hence, in the structure of N-NPTA is observed the new C12--H13⋅⋅⋅S1 interaction while in ACPS are observed three new C19--O15⋅⋅⋅H14, C22--O17⋅⋅⋅C5 and C22--O18⋅⋅⋅H9 interactions which generate three RCPs. Obviously, in these new H bonds interactions the ratio of *λ1/λ3* \< 1 and ∇^2^*ρ(r) \> 0*. Due to those three new H bonds interactions the ACPS species is most stable than the other ones. Thus, these analyses have shown that ACPS in aqueous solution is most stable than the other ones but it resulted don\'t justify the higher reactivity observed for this species in solution.Figure 7Molecular graphics of Succinic acid, SA; L-pyroglutamic acid, L-PGA; N-phenyl-thioacetamide N-NPTA; 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate, ACPS; Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) KDH; Selenomethionine, SeM in aqueous solution showing the geometry of all their bond critical points (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCPs) at the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ level of theory.Figure 7

3.4. Molecular electrostatic potentials (MEP) {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------

Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surfaces, also called as electrostatic potential maps, are 3D surfaces useful to observe the charge distributions of different species \[[@bib49]\]. These surfaces can be easily obtained by using the file check during the optimization of a species with the Gaussian 09 program. Hence, the mapped surface allows us a lot of information related to the distribution of the electrostatic potential, the dipole moments of the molecules, the electrophilic and nucleophilic attack sites of the molecules against reactive biological potentials and the possible formation of hydrogen bonding interactions In this study, these mapped MEP surfaces were obtained for the six species in aqueous solution but by using the B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ method for ACPS, L-PGA, SeM and SA while with the B3LYP/6-31G∗ method for KDH and N-NPTA. Hence, the graphic of those surfaces can be seen in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 8Calculated electrostatic potential surfaces on the molecular surfaces of Succinic acid, SA; L-pyroglutamic acid, L-PGA; N-phenyl-thioacetamide N-NPTA; 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate, ACPS; Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) KDH; Selenomethionine, SeM in aqueous solution. Color ranges ±0.070 a.u. B3LYP functional with 6--311++G∗∗and 6-31G∗ basis sets. Isodensity value of 0.004.Figure 8

We observed that the strong red colorations, which indicate nucleophilic sites, are observed on O atoms of C=O bonds and these are most evident in ACPS than L-PGA; SeM and SA while these colorations are weak in KDH and N-NPTA. These results are in agreement with the numbers of acceptors and donors groups present in this species because from Tables [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} the ACPS species has three C=O bonds and evidence a total of 13 acceptors and donors groups while KDH has only a C=O group but a total of 19 acceptors and donors groups. On the other hand, the intense blue colours, indicative of electrophilic sites, are also observed on the two N--H and O--H bonds of ACPS, where it is observed a most large region, as compared with the observed in the other species due to the two closer N--H bonds. In all species, the blue colorations are distributed in different regions due to the different positions of N--H and O--H groups, as observed in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. With this study we can easily justify why ACPS is most reactive than the other ones.

3.5. Molecular docking studies {#sec3.5}
------------------------------

Protein-ligand interactions are the most important part in drug design industry. To analyze and to investigate these interactions, molecular docking analysis was made using the following accuracy setting; population size (800), generations (80) and number of solutions (10). The goal of this section is to evaluate the inhibitory effect of the six species the succinic acid (SA), L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA), N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA), 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS), epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH and, selenomethionine (SeM) against the four structures 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF of COVID-19 or 2019-nCoV which obtained from RCSB PDB \[[@bib50]\]. It is worthy to mention that the novel 2019-nCoV has the same symptoms as a flue. It can cause fatigue, fever, and cough, which may be accompanied by nasal congestion, runny nose, headache, expectoration and diarrhea. In the light of these informations we made our choice. The selection of ligands was principally built on their anti-inflammatory and anti-viral activities. The candidate compounds were classed in two categories; heterocyclic compounds (SA, L-PGA, KDH) and organic amines (NPTA, ACPS, SeM). Calculation results and the binding interactions of the docked compounds in the various viruses were illustrated in Tables [8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} and [9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}. These lattes demonstrate the molecular docking calculation of the binding affinities and scores of each complex with the help of iGEMDOCK and Auto Dock protocols. The protein-ligand complexes were calculated by measuring various non-polar and polar interactions, for instance van der Waal\'s interactions, H-bonding interaction, electrostatic interactions, and hydrophobic interactions for each ligand. As clearly seen in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, the greater part of the binding score is van der Waals energies, the H-bond energies for the six studied compounds are significant but weaker than VDW ones. Whereas, [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} illustrate the binding score of each complex calculated by using Auto Dock Vina program. This table show that Epigallocatechine Gallate (KDH) possesses the most higher score with the different chosen COVID-19 virus especially the latest structure of this disease 6W63 (-10.4 kcal/mol) and 7BTF (-9.5 kcal/mol).a.Succinic acid (SA):Table 8The binding scores of the docked ligands in COVID-19 active sites by using iGEMDOCK program.Table 8LigandsCOVID-19 virusesInteraction energies (kcal/mol)E~H-bond~E~VDW~E~Electrost~SA6LU7-66.94-24.62-40.00-2.316M03-62.65-29.92-30.96-1.766W63-63.75-17.44-40.325.987BTF-67.52-24.58-37.23-5.71L-PGA6LU7-70.98-26.75-42.75-1.486M03-72.39-27.49-44.50-0.406W63-81.44-33.84-46.82-0.777BTF-73.58-17.06-54.24-2.27N-PTA6LU7-55.68-3.5-52.1806M03-55.39-3.5-51.8906W63-59.68-8.20-51.4807BTF-74.50-9.59-64.900ACPS6LU7-100.70-31.64-65.02-4.036M03-76.77-30.64-46.1206W63-93.68-26.70-60.11-6.867BTF-99.01-22.93-74.02-2.04KDH6LU7-135.65-37.18-98.4706M03-121.67-41.57-80.0906W63-122.12-27.79-94.3323.367BTF-129.13-58.71-70.420SeM6LU7-67.76-30.09-37.6706M03-62.86-25.34-37.5106W63-71.49-24.18-44.99-2.317BTF-81.87-27.86-49.99-4.00Table 9Autodock binding affinities of the candidate compounds.Table 9ProteinBinding score (kcal/mol)SAL-PGANPTAACPSKDHSeM6LU7-3.9-4.4-4.2-4.2-8.3-4.46M03-4.2-4.5-4.8-3.8-7.4-4.76W63-4.7-4.3-4.7-4.4-10.4-4.97BTF-4.2-5.0-4.6-3.9-9.5-4.9

Succinic acid is known with its wide range of applications in pharmaceutical, medical and chemical. It can be used in the chemical industry for the synthesis of lubricants, cleansers and surfactants \[[@bib51]\]; as a pH regulator in the food industry \[[@bib52]\], flavoring agent and antimicrobial agent. It is also employed as an additive in vitamin formulation and antibiotic in the pharmaceutical industry \[[@bib53], [@bib54]\]. Referring to these benefits mentioned above SA seems to be a good inhibitor candidate against the coronavirus epidemic. For this reason, molecular docking simulation of Succinic acid (SA) has been performed with several coronaviruses. Docking study demonstrate the binding affinities of SA to the target coronavirus. The [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} collects the total energy of the docked compound and COVID-2019 viruses. According to these finding results, the SA interact better with 7BTF than that the other viruses, indicating score = -67.52 kcal/mol, E~H-bond~ = -24.58 kcal/mol, E~VDW~ = -37.23 kcal/mol and E~Electro~ = -5.71 kcal/mol. The interaction energies of 6M03 and 6W63 are slightly weaker compared to 7BTF but it presents the greatest hydrogen bond -29.92 kcal/mol (6M03) and VDW interaction -40.32 kcal/mol (6W63). The best positions of the title ligand within the active site of the several viruses are mapped in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} with 2D plots and the various interactions between amino residues and SA atoms are tabulated in [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. For 6LU7, the oxygen atoms of carbonyl groupment (O1,O8) engaged to A:GLY:166, A:SER:144 and A:CYS:145 via three strong conventional hydrogen bonds with distances 3.31, 2.71, 2.63 Å. In 6M03 and 6W63 viruses, the O1 and O8 atoms are involved in strong conventional H-bonds (3 in 6M03 and 2 in 6W63) with A:SER:144, A:CYS:145, A:GLY:166 for 6M03 and A:ARG:76, A:VAL:77 for 6W63 with bond lengths ranging 2.64--3.09 Å (6M03), 1.88--2.15 Å (6W63). In the case of 7BTF, the O1 and O9 of the carboxylic functional group are bridged to A:ARG:305, A:ARG:467 and A:ARG:735 by hydrogen bonded interactions, having distances 3.09, 3.10 and 2.65 Å. In addition, 2 dimensional map of the candidate compound prove the presence of VDW interactions with the help of numerous amino acid residues. However, the [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the electron donor-acceptor contacts within the diverse complexes in term of H-bond surface. The oxygen atoms O8, O1 and O9 of SA play the role of an electron donor in the various systems except in 7BTF, the O1 atom of carbonyl group is considered as electron acceptor.b.L-pyroglutamic acid:Figure 9The best poses of SA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF viruses along with 2D visual representation.Figure 9Table 10Residues-ligand interactions for Succinic acid and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 10VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:SER:144O82.71H-bondConventional hydrogen bondA:CYS:1452.63A:GLY:166O13.316M03A:SER:144O12.64H-bondConventional hydrogen bondA:CYS:1452.60A:GLU:166O83.096W63A:ARG:76O12.15H-bondConventional hydrogen bondA:VAL:77O81.887BTFA:ARG:305O13.09H-bondConventional hydrogen bondA:ARG:4673.10A:ARG:735O92.65Figure 10Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of SA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 10

From several decades ago, heterocyclic compound was catching the interest of many scientists all over the globe due to their diverse area of application, especially their critical role in drug discovery. Despite this long history, chemistry of heterocyclic compound was showing an undeniable interest to study. It was and remains a fascinating field of research which need to be deeply investigated. Referring to previous studies, many uses of heterocyclic compounds as antiallergic \[[@bib55]\], analgesic \[[@bib56]\], anti-inflammatory, antidiabetic \[[@bib57]\] and Ocular hypotensive activities \[[@bib58]\]. One of the most motivating cyclical amino L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA) which has several pharmaceutical properties. For this reason it considered as a potent molecule in the pharmaceutical drug industry. Also L-PGA possess numerous neurologist interest since it competence to treat Alzheimer disease. Regarding to their antibacterial activity \[[@bib59]\], antioxidant activity \[[@bib60]\], anti-inflammatory activity on RAW 264.7 macrophages \[[@bib61]\], the L-PGA and its derivatives were in the front line of interest of many chemist and biologist. In the present work, we have been using this compound to evaluate its capacity in the inhibition of COVID-19 by using four types of coronaviruses (6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF). The molecular docking results reported in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} showed that the binding energies of L-PGA in the following coronaviruses; 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF are -70.98, -72.93, -81.44 and -73.58 kcal/mol, respectively. As clearly seen from this table, the L-PGA-6W63 complex possess the biggest interaction energy (-81.44 kcal/mol) compared with the other complexes, demonstrating the highest hydrogen bonding (-33.84 kcal) and Van der Waals (-46.82) interactions. In 6LU7 virus, the L-PGA has the lowest binding ligand -70.98 kcal/mol with the weaker VDW (-70.98 kcal/mol) interaction. Whereas, the 7BTF virus has the smallest H-bond with the stronger VDW and electrostatic interactions which found to be -17.06, 54.24 and -2.27 kcal/mol. In the title ligand, the oxygen atom of the carboxylic and keto groupment as well as the nitrogen atom of the pyrroliuimwere the most important groups for hydrogen bonds formation. The best poses of L-PGA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF viruses along with 2D visual representation were provided in [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, interactions as well as the associating bond lengths are summarized in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}. Concerning the 6LU7, the A:SER:144, A:GLU:143 and A:CYS:145 form hydrogen bonding interactions with O1 oxygen atom of imidazole ring with the subsequent distances; 2.66, 3.17, 2.60 Å. The hydrogen atom related to nitrogen one enter in H-bond with A:LEU:141 (2.05 Å) and A:SER:144 (2.37 Å). Then O15 and O14 atoms of carboxylic group are involved with A:GLU:166 and A:HIS:172 residues in hydrogen bonds, indicating bond lengths 3.10 and 3.60 Å. For 6M03-L-PGA, the A:SER:144 and A:CYS:145 are included in H-bonds with atoms (O14, H16) of carboxylic group as well imidazole ring (H3) with distance range 2.36--2.99 Å. The other residue, A:HIS:172, participates with O1 (3.47 Å) oxygen atom in weak carbon hydrogen bond. In addition, the docked compound on 6W63 possess five hydrogen bond category; two bonds are performed between A:GLY:143, A:HIS:163 and H16, two among A:SER:144, A:CYS:145 and O14. The last one between A:HIS:172 and the oxygen atom of imidazole ring. For the next virus (7BTF), the hydrogen H16 of hydroxyl group forms four hydrogen bond interactions with A:ARG:305, A:ASP:734 and A:ASP:736. The other H-bond is formed between O1 (3.11 Å) and A:ASP:738. On the other hand, the 2D representation shows the existing of van der Waals interactions via almost the same residues for the three first viruses; A:PHE:140, A:ASN:142..., and A:GLU:474, A:VAL:737\.... for 7BTF. In the H-bond surface ([Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}), the oxygen atom O14 of carbonyl group play the role of electron donor in 6M03 and 6W63, and electron acceptor in 6LU7. The hydrogen atom H16 of the hydroxyl group participates as an electron acceptor in 6M03 and 6W63. While in 7BTF and 6LU7 as an electron donor. The oxygen atom O15 of the same group is considered as electron donor in 6LU7. Then, the O1 attached to imidazole ring contribute like an electron acceptor in 6M03 and like electron donor in the other viruses. The H3 of this ring is an electron acceptor in 6M03 and 6LU7.c.N-phenyl-thioacetamide NPTA:Figure 11The best poses of L-PGA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF viruses along with 2D visual representation.Figure 11Table 11Residues-ligand interactions for L-PGA acid and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 11VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:GLU:166O153.10H-bondConventional H-bondA:LEU:141H32.05A:SER:144O12.66H32.37A:GLU:143O13.17A:CYS:145O12.60A:HIS:172O143.60Carbon H-bond6M03A:SER:144O142.36H-bondConventional H-bondH32.94A:CYS:145O142.60H162.99A:HIS:172O13.47Carbon H-bond6W63A:GLU:143H162.21H-bondConventional H-bondA:SER:144O142.26A:CYS:145O141.95A:HIS:172O12.53Carbon H-bondA:HIS:163H161.91Conventional H-bond7BTFA:ARG:305H162.14OtherUnfavourable donor-donorA:ASP:738O13.11H-bondConventional H-bondA:ASP:734H162.26A:ASP:736H162.22Carbon H-bondH162.73Figure 12Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of NPTA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 12

Heterocyclic compounds chemistry paid much attention since are considered as antidiuretic, anti-inflammatory, anticonvulsant and anti-cancer \[[@bib62]\]. Thioacetamide derivatives possess significant medicinal properties ant it useful in tumor treatment \[[@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65], [@bib66]\], it also considered as α-glucosidase inhibitor \[[@bib67]\]. Building on their importance, we serve to test the inhibitory effect of the ligand under investigation namely N-phenyl-thioacetamide (NPTA) against COVID-19 disease. Wherefore, molecular docking study of the title compound was made with 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF coronaviruses. The total binding energies of the N-phenyl-thioacetamide (NPTA) compound with four 2019-ncov structure are collected in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}. This latter make out that our ligand presents the best score with 7BTF which about -74.50 kcal/mol with H-bond energy (-9.59 kcal/mol) and strong VDW bond (-64.90 kcal/mol). The other structures of COVID-19 present weaker binding affinities -59.68 (6W63), -55.68 (6LU7) and -55.39 (6M03). The best poses NPTA/2019-nCoV interactions in 3D and 2D diagrams are plotted in [Figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 13The best poses of SA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and NPTA viruses along with 2D visual representation.Figure 13

[Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} present the interactions existing in each complex with distances. Concerning 6LU7, two conventional H-bonds were formed between A:MET:165, A:ARG:188 and H19 with distances 2.15 and 2.73 Å. The phenyl ring involves with A:MET:165 and A:HIS:41 in two hydrophobic interactions (pi-alkyl and pi-pi T-shaped). Likewise, the nitrogen N2 atom interact with A:MET:165 amino residue via sulfur-X interaction. For 6M03, hydrogen bond, two pi-alkyl interactions were observed among the three A:VAL:77, A:ARG:76, A:VAL:77 amino acids and phenyl ring. However, the hydrogen atoms H19 linked to nitrogen N2 present a conventional H-bond with A:PHE:66, having 2.65 Å bond length. In 6W63-NPTA complex, the S1 and H19 atoms were exhibited three hydrogen bonding with A:ASN:142, A:PHE:140, A:GLU:166, indicating bond lengths 3.04, 1.96, 2.16 Å. The phenyl ring was bridged to A:CYS:145 and A:LEU:141 throughout pi-sulfur and amide-pi stacked, respectively. For 7BTF virus, the amino acid residues A:CYS:730, A:ASN:734, A:Asp:736 were found to be implicated in the formation of conventional H-bonds with the following distances; 2.39, 2.27, 2.90 Å. Then the phenyl ring of the title compound hydrophobic bonded to A:CYS:730, A:VAL:737 and A:PHE:471 (pi-alkyl, pi-sigma, pi-pi T-shaped) with distance in the region 3.80--5.08 Å. The sulfur atom form conventional hydrogen bond with A:ARG:305 residue demonstrate 3.29 Å. It should be mentioned that van der Waals interactions in all complexes are widely founded compared to the other bonds, this is in good agreement with energetically results. In [Figure 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, the H19, N2 atoms participates as an electron acceptor in all systems, while the sulphur atom is considered like electron donor and the phenyl ring as electron donor-acceptor simultaneously.d.2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate:Table 12Residues-ligand interactions for NPTA and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 12VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:MET:165H192.15H-bondConventional H-bondN22.87OtherSulfur-XPhenyl ring4.46Hydrophobicpi-alkylA:ARG:188H192.73H-bondConventional H-bondA:HIS:41Phenyl ring4.29Hydrophobicpi-pi T-shaped6M03A:PHE:66H192.65H-bondConventional H-bondA:VAL:77Phenyl ring3.58H-bondPi-donor hydrogen bond5.08Hydrophobicpi-alkylA:ARG:764.16pi-alkyl6W63A:ASN:142S13.04H-bondConventional H-bondA:PHE:140H191.96A:GLU:166H192.16A:CYS:145Phenyl ring5.47Otherpi-sulfurA:LEU:1413.76HydrophobicAmide-pi stacked7BTFA:ARG:305S13.29H-bondConventional H-bondA:CYS:730H192.39H-bondConventional H-bondPhenyl ring5.08Hydrophobicpi-alkylA:ASN:734H192.27H-bondConventional H-bondA:ASP:736H192.90H-bondConventional H-bondA:VAL:737Phenyl ring3.80Hydrophobicpi-sigmaA:PHE:4715.05pi-pi T-shapedFigure 14Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of NPTA in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 14

Pyridine and its derivatives are the most important compounds in the field of heterocyclic chemistry \[[@bib68]\]. The succinic acid is a precursor for many organic materials with diverse industrial uses \[[@bib69]\]. Its derivatives are largely exploited in medicinal, chemicals and pharmaceutical purposes \[[@bib70]\]. One of succinic acid derivate is the 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium hydrogen succinate (ACPS) is our candidate and our aim in this section will be evaluating its inhibitory activity against 2019-nCoV by using four arrangements of coronavirus epidemic. [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} summarizes the interaction energies, the increasing order of the energy score of ASPC ligand on front of the four viruses is 6LU7\>7BTF\>6W63\>6M03 with interaction energies -100.70, -99.01, -93.68, -76.77 kcal/mol. As shown, the 6LU7 present the greatest score with the strongest H-bond energy (-31.64 kcal/mol). The 7BTF demonstrate significant binding energy about -99.01 kcal/mol accompanied with the highest VDW interaction -70.42 kcal/mol which could mainly assign to an electronic delocalization within the studied compound. The docking calculation results of 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS) compound with the various 2019-nCoV structures are depicted in [Figure 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}. This figure presents the best docked poses of our ligand in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF. The interaction between ACPS and several amino acid residues in 2019-nCoV is reported in [Table 13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}. For 6LU7, the carboxylic groups of succunic acid (O16, O18, O15) participate with A:GLY:143, A:SER:144, A:CYS:145 in four conventional H-bonds with the following bond lengths: 2.66, 3.00, 2.59, 3.13 Å. The hydrogen atom H27 of hydroxyl group as well as the H13 atom linked nitrogen N3 are implicated in hydrogen bonding interactions, indicating bond lengths 2.39, 2.94 Å. The residues A:MET:165, A:HIS:41, A:MET:49 form with 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium groupment pi-sulfur, pi-pi stacked and pi-alkyl bonds, respectively, with distance range between 3.92-5.91 Å. Then the chlorine atom Cl1 (3.91 Å) involve in alkyl interaction with A:MET:49. Related to 6M03, We notice the presence of carbon H-bond as well hydrophobic bonded between the residues A:LYS:61, A:ILE:43 and CL1 with distances 2.62 and 4.77 Å. The hydrogen atom of 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium group (H13,H11) are bridged to A:THR:25, A:VAL:42 via two H-bonds. In addition, the pi-donor H-bond and pi-sulfur interaction were founded among A:THR:24, A:CYS:22 and 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring with approximately donor-acceptor distance 3.93 and 5.11 Å. The interaction between H27 and A:THR:25, A:THR:24 were achieved by two hydrogen bonds, having 2.84 and 2.73 Å as distance. In 6W63-ACPS, the bond lengths of the subsequent hydrogen bonded interactions A:PHE:66/H13, A:ASN:63/H27, A:HIS:64/(O15,O18) are respectively 2.23, 2.39, 2.55, 2.92 Å. The pi-sigma is trained among A:LEU:67 amino acid residue and 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring with 2.75 Å. In 7BTF-ACPS complex, the latest ring exhibited pi-alkyl interactions with A:MET:601, A:ARG:583, A:VAL:588 with a distance equal to 4.26, 4.15, 5.25 Å. While the chlorine atom of the same group showed alkyl linkage with the amino acids A:MET:601 (5.27 Å). As we can notice, the carbonyl and the hydroxyl group of succinic acid is engaged in two conventional hydrogen bond with A:SER:592 (3.11 Å) and A:ASN:600 (2.86 Å). From [Figure 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}, the oxygen atom of carboxylic groups contribute as an electron donor except O15 which an electron acceptor, the hydrogen atoms (H13,H27) are an electron acceptor. The 2-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring plays the role of an electron donor (6LU7, 7BTF) and electron acceptor (6M03, 6W63). While the chlorine atom Cl1 participate as an acceptor for 6LU7, as donor for 6W63 and 6W03.e.Epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG or KDH)Figure 15The best docked poses of our ligand in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 15Table 13Residues-ligand interactions for ACPS and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 13VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:GLY:143O162.66H-bondConventional H-bondA:SER:144O183.00A:CYS:145O182.59O153.13A:HIS:164H132.39A:CYS:145H272.94A:MET:1652-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring5.91Otherpi-sulfurA:HIS:413.92Hydrophobicpi-pi stackedCl15.06AlkylA:MET:49Cl13.91pi-alkyl2-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring4.886M03A:THR:25H132.22H-bondConventional H-bondH272.73A:THR:24H272.84A:LYS:61Cl12.62Carbon H-bondA:VAL:42H111.49A:THR:242-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring3.93pi-donor H-bondA:CYS:225.11Otherpi-sulfurA:ILE:43Cl14.77HydrophobicAlkylA:LYS:61Cl14.466W63A:PHE:66H132.23H-bondConventional H-bondA:ASN:63H272.39A:HIS:64O152.55Carbon H-bondO182.92A:LEU:672-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring2.75Hydrophobicpi-sigma7BTFA:SER:592O173.11H-bondConventional H-bondA:ASN:600O162.86A:MET:601Cl15.27HydrophobicAlkyl2-amino-5-chloropyridinium ring4.26pi-alkylA:ARG:5834.15A:VAL:5885.24Figure 16Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of ACPS in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 16

The epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is the most bioactive ingredient of green tea. EGCG is known with its diverse physiological activities, for instance its anti -oxidation and anti -inflammatory activities \[[@bib71], [@bib72], [@bib73], [@bib74]\]. For its natural source and its major activities EGCG seems to be one a good candidate as an inhibitor for the novel 2019-nCoV. The docking simulation results ([Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}) showed that KDH ligand has the highest binding energies with the different viruses compared to the other five ligands. The total energies of KDH with 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF are found to be -135.65, -121.67, -122.12 and -129.13 kcal/mol, respectively. This ligand has the best energy with the first structure of COVID-19 (6LU7) and the second stronger score with the last structure published of novel coronavirus (7BTF). The H-bond energy of KDH is -58.71 kcal/mol (7BTF)/-37.18 kcal (6LU7) and the VDW energy is -70.42 kcal/mol (7BTF)/-98.47 kcal/mol (6LU7). We have mention that the other viruses have a strong interaction energy value with powerful hydrogen bonding and Van der Waals interactions. The binding site accompanied with 2 dimensional diagram of KDH in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF are represented in [Figure 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}. The intermolecular interactions type among KDH and residues of each virus with bond lengths are presented in [Table 14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}. Relating to 6LU7, The A:MET:165, A:CYS:145, A:HIS:41 amino residues formed hydrophobic bond category with trihydroxybenzoate rings. The O1, H48, H50 and O31 atoms interact with A:GLN:189, A:PHE:140, A:MET:165 and A:GNL:189 training four hydrogen bond type. The distance between these interactions are 2.67, 2.23, 2.64, 2.98 Å. For 6M03-KDH, the trihydroxybenzoate rings are involved in two hydrophobic interactions with A:MET:149 and A:MET:165 with 5.27 and 4.26 Å, only the ring which containing C30, C18 carbons forms H-bond with A:GLN:189 (2.91Å). The A:CYS:145 amino acid acts with H41 (2.70 Å) and trihydroxybenzoate ring (5.06 Å) forming hydrogen and hydrophobic interactions. In addition, there are four other H-bonds connecting, respectively, O33, H42, H49, H51 and A:GLU:192, A:SER:46, A:GLY:166, A:ARG:188, including bond lengths 2.60, 2.94, 1.60, 1.82 Å. Concerning the 6W63-KDH complex, there are eight conventional hydrogen bonds between A:GLN:189/O27, A:THR:190/(O4,O6), A:GLN:192/(O1,O4), A:ASN:142/O24, A:ASP:187/O31, A:CYS:44/O33 with bond lengths in the range 2.16--3.14 Å. The A:MET:165, A:PRO:168, A:MET:49 implicate π-sulfur and two hydrogen bonds. The O29 and trihydroxybenzoate ring interact with A:HIS:41, having distance 2.53 and 4.95 Å. The 2D 7BTF plot show that, the trihydroxybenzoate ring of KDH molecule is implicated in 2 π-cation,π-donor H-bond with A:ARG:553 (3.59 Å) and A:ARG:624 (3.87 Å) amino groupments of coronavirus, and in hydrophobic interaction with A:THR:556 (3.75 Å). The oxygen atom O27 is involved in two H-bond interactions with A:ARG:553 and A:ARG:555 residues, having distance approximately 3.16 and 2.79 Å. Thus, the following interactions; A:CYS:622/O29, A:THR:687/O23, A:ALA:554/O6 and A:TYR:619/H50 form four hydrogen bonds with 2.60, 3.23, 1.70, 2.32 Å bond lengths. However, the four complexes mark the formation of lot VDW interactions in term of frequent amino acid residues. This is good correlation with the VDW energies previously seen. Then, H-bond plots of [Figure 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"} make out that all hydrogen atoms are considered as electron acceptor and the oxygen atoms join as electron donor be expecting O29 (acceptor). The phenyl rings of the title ligand may be electron donor and electron acceptor in the same time.f.Selenomethionine:Figure 17The best poses of KDH in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF viruses along with 2D visual representation.Figure 17Table 14Residues-ligand interactions for KDH and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 14VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:GLN:189O12.67H-bondConventional H-bondA:PHE:140H482.23A:MET:165H502.64Phenyl ring (C32,C20)5.04Hydrophobicpi-alkylA:GLN:189O312.98H-bondCarbon H-bondA:CYS:145Phenyl ring (C14,C13)4.88Otherpi-sulfurPhenyl ring (C9,C16)4.85HydrophobicAlkylA:HIS:41Phenyl ring (C32,C20)5.10pi-pi T shaped6M03A:GLU:192O332.60H-bondConventional H-bondA:SER:46H422.94A:CYS:145H412.70Phenyl ring (C9,C16)5.06HydrophobicAlkylA:GLY:166H491.60H-bondConventional H-bondA:ARG:188H511.82A:GLN:189Phenyl ring (C32,C20)2.91pi-donor H-bondA:MET:49Phenyl ring (C7,C2)5.27Hydrophobicpi-alkylA:MET:165Phenyl ring (C32,C20)4.266W63A:GLN:189O272.91H-bondConventional H-bondA:THR:190O42.34O63.14A:GLN:192O12.28O42.16A:ASN:142O243.07A:ASP:187O312.79A:CYS:44O333.10A:HIS:41O292.53Carbon H-bondPhenyl ring (C32,C20)4.95Otherpi-pi TshapedA:MET:165Phenyl ring (C7,C2)5.45Hydrophobicpi-sulfurA:PRO:1685.20pi-alkylA:MET:49Phenyl ring (C32,C20)5.417BTFA:ARG:553O273.16H-bondConventional H-bondPhenyl ring (C7,C2)3.59H-bond + electrostaticpi-cation, pi donor H-bondA:ARG:555O272.79H-bondConventional H-bondA:CYS:622O292.60A:THR:687O233.23A:ALA:554O61.70A:TYR:619H502.32A:ARG:624Phenyl ring (C7,C2)3.87H-bond + electrostaticpi-cation, pi donor H-bondA:THR:5563.75Hydrophobicpi-sigmaFigure 18Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of KDH in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 18

Selenium is an indispensable trace element with vital value to human health as well as its functions primarily through selenoproteins \[[@bib75]\]. It has been a focus of innumerable research since it first discovery from half a century ago. For 20 years ago, this element has come to occupy the central focus of researchers. Relevant studies proved that its deficiency can be closely related to an increasing risk of many diseases such as cancer \[[@bib76]\], Alzheimer\'s disease \[[@bib77]\], and onset of HIV \[[@bib78]\]. In 2011, Allen et al. \[[@bib79]\] discovered the usefulness role of Selenium in resistance to the pathological effects of a Citrobacter rodentium infection. These discoveries highlight the important role of the cellular Se status in the process of oxidative stress reduction during inflammation. These findings come together made selenomethionine (SeMet) a good candidate to predict its inhibition activity against the new 2019-nCoV. The structural specificity of SeMet makes it more flexible and easier to interact with proteins via its H- bond acceptor and donor. In this context, molecular docking analysis of selenomethionine (SeM) with 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF are carried out ([Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}). Docking computation discloses that Selenomethionine (SeM) has average binding affinities to the target coronaviruses. The binding affinities of this ligand to 7BTF exhibit score = -81.87 kcal/mol with E~H-bond~ = - 27.86 kcal/mol, E~VDW~ = - 49.99 kcal/mol and E~Electro~ = - 4.00 kcal/mol. Comparing between the four complexes, the 6LU7-SeM possess the weak interaction value -67.76 kcal/mol but it has the highest H-bond energy which found to be -30.09 kcal/mol. In the other hand the two other structures of 2019-nCoV demonstrate total energies weaker than 7BTF one witch equal to -71.49 kcal/mol (6W63)/-62.86 kcal/mol (6M03). The binding mode of SeM ligand in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF active sites are reported in [Figure 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"} with the 2D diagram. The [Table 15](#tbl15){ref-type="table"} attest the different interactions between our ligand and the different viruses via the amino residues with distances (Å). In 6LU7, the oxygen O4 of carbonyl group bridged to A:THR:24 and A:THR:25 with distance 2.85 and 3.11 Å. Then, the title ligand interacts with A:THR:25, A:CYS:44, A:CYS:22, A:VAL:42 via hydrogen atoms H10 and H11 of the amino radical group (NH2), indicating the presence of two conventional hydrogen bonds for each hydrogen atom with distances 2.70 and 2.04 Å (H10), 1.94 and 2.84 Å (H11). The A:LEU:57 was involved in alkyl interaction with the carbon atom C9 with bond length 4.45 Å. In the case of 6M03, two hydrogen bonding interactions were noticed between A:THR:24 and A:THR:25 with donor oxygen atoms (O4,O5) of carboxylic acid with distances equal to 2.84, 2.66, 3.12 Å. The hydrogen atoms of the amino radical group are implicated in three conventional hydrogen bonds with A:CYS:44, A:CYS:22 and A:VAL:42, demonstrating distance in the range 1.88--2.68 Å. The alkyl interaction was established among A:LEU:57 residue and C9 with 3.96 Å donor --acceptor distance. Two H-bonds takes place between the keto groupment (O4) and A:SER:144, A:CYS:145 amino acids with 2.91 and 2.51 Å. Then, two conventional hydrogen bonds are omnipresent between a hydrogen atom of the amino radical (H10 and H11) and A:LEU:141, A:HIS:163. Only A:HIS:163 get in touch with the carbonyl group (O4) in carbon H-bond. For 7BTF virus, the A:ARG:305 and A:ARG:467 residues interact with the hydroxyl group (O5 = 3.09, 3.11 Å) forming two H-bonds. Also the hydrogen atom H13 of hydroxyl group forms three H-bonds (2 conventional H-bond and carbon H-bond) with A:ARG:735, A:ASN:734, A:ARG:735 Å. Then, two conventional H-bonds were shown by H10 of amino radical with A:LEU:731, A:ARG:733 with distance 2.12 and 2.70 Å. Two alkyl and pi-alkyl linkage among C9 and A:VAL:737, A:VAL:742 and A:PHE:471 with 4.51, 4.90, 4.62 Å distances. In addition, from 2D representation, we can notice the attendance of VDW interactions throughout the different residues. These interactions justify the strength of energy value which founded above. The [Figure 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"} presents the hydrogen surface which identifies the electron acceptor-donor atoms. According to this figure, the oxygen (O4,O5) and the hydrogen (H10, H11, H13) atoms which intervene in the intermolecular interactions between the ligand and viruses are considered as electron donor and electron acceptor, respectively.Figure 19The best poses of SeM in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF viruses along with 2D visual representation.Figure 19Table 15Residues-ligand interactions for SeM and the different COVID-19 constructions.Table 15VirusResiduesAtomsDistance (Å)CategoryType6LU7A:THR:24O42.85H-bondConventional H-bondA:THR:252.59H102.70A:CYS:442.04A:CYS:22H111.94A:VAL:422.84A:LEU:57C94.45HydrophobicAlkyl6M03A:THR:24O42.84H-bondConventional H-bondO52.66A:THR:25O43.12A:CYS:44H102.20A:CYS:22H111.88A:VAL:42H102.68A:LEU:57C93.96HydrophobicAlkyl6W63A:SER:144O42.91H-bondConventional H-bondA:CYS:1452.51A:LEU:141H102.18A:HIS:163H112.09O43.02Carbon H-bond7BTFA:ARG:305O53.09H-bondConventional H-bondA:ARG:4673.11A:LEU:731H102.12A:ARG:7332.70A:ARG:735H132.462.36Carbon H-bondA:ASN:7342.96A:VAL:737C94.51HydrophobicAlkylA:VAL:7424.90A:PHE:4714.62pi-alkylFigure 20Non covalent interactions and 3D H-bond surface of SeM in 6LU7, 6M03, 6W63 and 7BTF.Figure 20

From the above finding, which based on binding affinities, binding score and interactions between ligand and amino acid residues as well as the position of the ligand in coronaviruses active sites, we can conclude that epigallocatechine Gallate (KDH) and then 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS) are promoter inhibitors against COVID-19 epidemic.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

In the present work, the succinic acid (SA), L-pyroglutamic acid (L-PGA), N-phenyl-thioacetamide (N-NPTA), 2-amino-5-chloropyridine hydrogen succinate (ACPS), epigallocatechine Gallate (EGCG) or KDH and, selenomethionine (SeM) compounds have been proposed as potential antiviral candidates for treatment of COVID-19 combining B3LYP/6-311++G∗∗ calculations in gas phase and aqueous solution with molecular docking. Thus, solvation energies, stabilization energies, mapped molecular electrostatic potential surfaces, topological properties and frontier orbitals of those six species have been evaluated as function of acceptors and donors groups present in their structures. ACPS presents the higher reactivity in solution possibly because has the higher nucleophilicity and elecrophilicity indexes while KDH evidence the higher solvation energy possibly due to the higher quantity of donors and acceptors groups. NBO studies show that KDH is the most stable in solution; hence, it species is not reactive in this medium, as compared with ACPS. Mapped MEP surfaces have evidenced that stronger nucleophilic and electrophilic sites are present in ACPS, in agreement with the three C=O bonds and two N--H and O--H bonds with a total of 13 acceptors and donors groups present in this species while KDH has only a C=O group but a total of 19 acceptors and donors groups. From the above studies for six species we can propose that the better potential antiviral candidates to treatment of COVID-19 are ACPS and then, KDH. Molecular docking computation demonstrates that the candidate compounds KDH and in the second order ACPS are effective species in the treatment of COVID-19 disease. It possesses the highest interaction energies especially for the first and last structures of this virus (6LU7 and 7BTF) with abundant interaction types (H-bond, VDW, hydrophobic\....). The four remained studied compounds showed also an important total energy which makes them an important candidate to study. Finally, we hope that our contribution can help to develop a rigorous solution to this worldwide concern.
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